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Editor'sNote
Welcome to the second issue of the fourth volume of The Inquirer, published
by the Wildwood Institute for STEM Research and Development (WISRD). As
always, The Inquirer is student written, edited, designed, and published.

For the past four years (when my involvement with WISRD first began), my
aim with The Inquirer has been to impress the necessity of learning to
communicate through writing, regardless of the field. After all, nothing you
discover can have an impact if you can?t share it with others. If I leave
behind any legacy here, I hope it will be that The Inquirer?s contributors and
readers see that the line between STEM and the humanities isn?t quite so
clear.

In this issue, read articles on alternative plastics, the anti-vaxx movement,
ion propulsion engines, abstract thought, changing measurement
standards, and also enjoy the answers to past reader inquiries. This issue
also includes our first special feature: The Gravity of the Situation: A Special
Report on General Relativity. Moreover, this issue boasts the most
non-WIRSD authors we?ve published in a single issue: Amielle Moreno, Katie
Kramer, and Ethan Goldblatt.

I?d like to thank our team of editors? Remy and Dani? for their important
contributions, as well as Ihsan Turk for his work as Assistant Editor, and
Aidan Stern, Chief Designer, and Colin Horn, Assistant Designer, for their
striking graphic designs. As always, endless thanks to Scott Johnson, our
publisher and mentor, and Joe Wise, WISRD?s COO.

Josie Bleakley, Senior Editor, signing off.
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HOW VACCINATION
IS KILLING OUR
YOUTH 1
For centuries, doctors, scientists, and our own
governments have been tricking us into injecting
our infants and children with toxic chemicals, all
under the guise of ?keeping us safe.? However, in
the past few decades, a small number of
courageous men and women have begun the

1

Alt er nat ively, How t he
Ant i-Vaxx Movement Is
Killing Our Yout h
by Josie Bleak ley

2

What makes anti-vaxx rhetoric so dangerous is that much of it
stems from a kernel of truth. It?s accurate to say that hygiene
and sanitation have gone a long way towards reducing the
spread of illness, but it?s not the full story. It wasn?t until the
vaccination for vaccine-preventable diseases became popularly
used that we saw any significant and permanent drop in the
number of outbreaks and deaths resulting from these diseases.
The one exception to this rule is the Hepatitis B vaccine, which
hasn?t yet seen a substantial drop in number of cases. This is
likely due to the fact that individuals aren?t generally at risk for
developing the disease until their teens, suggesting a delay of at
least 15 years will be necessary to see the resulting decrease in
outbreaks.
3

extremely difficult and important work of
uncovering this conspiracy. Unfortunately, these
heroes have been vilified by Big Pharma, the
liberal media, and government organizations.
In this article, I will lay out the top seven pieces of
evidence that conclusively prove why vaccines
need to be eradicated from our society.

Again, true. But let?s take a closer look. An example from the
World Health Organization proposes the hypothetical scenario
that there?s a school with mandatory vaccinations for
enrollment with 1000 students. Of these students, 5 manage to
get exempted from the requirement. One of these 5 students
develops measles, and the remaining 999 students, including
those who are vaccinated, are exposed. As the MMR vaccine is
about 99% effective, 10 vaccinated students contract the
disease, as well as all other non-vaccinated students. In total,
there are now 15 students with measles, two-thirds of whom
were vaccinated. This does not serve as proof that vaccines
aren?t needed, or even that they aren?t effective. Instead, it
perfectly elucidates the necessity of vaccines. 100% of
non-vaccinated youth were infected, and only 1% of vaccinated
children. Most would argue that a 1% chance of infection is
preferable to guaranteed infection, I?d imagine.
4

1. As proven in the documentary

Well, one study.

5

?Vaxxed? From Cover-Up to Catastrophe,?
diseases had already become less prevalent
when we started vaccinating due
improvements in hygiene and sanitation.
This shows that vaccines are not, and have
never been, necessary! 2 Any reasonable
individual might begin to wonder who,

This is true! Or, rather, was very briefly true until the single
study claiming to have found the link between vaccines and
autism was found to be fraudulent after the results could not
be replicated. It was discovered that Dr. Andrew Wakefield, who
orchestrated the study, had been funded by lawyers testifying
against vaccine-producing companies and falsified his findings.
The study was debunked, and Wakefield lost his medical
license, but the ramifications of that article have proved almost
impossible to undo. However, if you look hard enough, there
have been numerous studies published that show a lack of
correlation between the MMR vaccine and autism, like the ?Lack
of Association Between Measles-Mumps-Rubella Vaccine and
Autism in Children: A Case Control Study? written by two
doctors who still have their medical licenses
6

exactly, is benefitting from vaccine use.
2. A number of reputable sources have all
shown that the majority of people who
contract so-called ?vaccine-preventable
diseases? have already been vaccinated.3 If
vaccines aren?t even effective, why bother
risking it?

Inherent in this argument is a point that often goes
unaddressed. This claim operates under the assumption that
measles, mumps, and rubella are all somehow better to have
than autism. Since Wakefield?s study came out, the number of
measles cases in the UK skyrocketed, and along with it, the
number of measles related deaths, results of individuals who
had read his study choosing not to vaccinate. In the meantime,
the autism rate continued on its steady upward trend. Despite
this, there?s a pervasive belief that measles isn?t that bad,
especially for people with access to health care, which is news
the 78 Europeans who died of measles last year will be very
happy to hear.
7
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3. Studies have conclusively shown the link
between the MMR (measles, mumps, and
4

On the surface, there might appear to be a causal connection
between infant vaccinations and SIDS, simply because of the
timing of the two events. Infants generally get their infant
vaccines while they are infants, and infants also generally die of
sudden infant death syndrome while they are infants, as well.

rubella) vaccine and autism spectrum
disorder development in children.5, 6
4. According to the book The Biggest Lie Big
Pharma Ever Sold, there is also a correlation

When confronted by information like ?Massively popular
vaccines might be killing children,? researchers ran a number of
studies to determine the validity of this claim, as scientists are
wont to do. Almost unanimously, they found no evidence
suggesting that children who were vaccinated were more likely
to develop SIDS? in fact, a number of studies found that
vaccinations reduced the likelihood of SIDS.
8

between the use of vaccines and sudden
infant death syndrome (SIDS).7 For
centuries, infants have been dropping dead
without any apparent reason, and now that
the cause has been unearthed, Big Pharma
is scrambling to cover it up.
5. We don?t even wait for babies to be born to
start injecting them with toxic
chemicals? today, more and more women
are getting the flu vaccine while pregnant,
which puts their fetuses at risk of birth
defect and increases the chance that the
baby will be a stillborn.8
6. Vaccines contain mercury9, formaldehyde10,
and aluminum 11, all of which are highly toxic
chemicals. The Center for Disease Control
(CDC) tells us it?s dangerous to consume
mercury, but totally safe to inject it into our

Not quite. This common misconception has practically no
factual basis. As a matter of fact, studies have found that women
who get vaccinated against the influenza while pregnant have a
lower rate of infant mortality and no change in statistical
potential for birth defects. This is due to the fact that women
who contract the influenza during pregnancy see an increase in
infant mortality, and the influenza vaccine vastly improves
protection against the sickness.
9

Thimerosal is a compound found in some vaccines that
metabolizes into ethylmercury, which is often mistakenly
assumed to be the same chemical as methylmercury, something
that the EPA recommends having limited exposure to (no more
than 0.1mcg/kg/day). One primary difference between the two
chemicals is their half-lives? methylmercury, the kind of
mercury often found in fish, can stay in the body for months,
which is what poses a risk to frequent consumers. Ethylmercury,
on the other hand, has a half-life of a few days, and therefore
doesn?t build up between vaccinations. If you still have concerns,
feel free to read any or all of the following studies from the
National Institute of Health, which will hopefully help to clarify
matters further: ?Comparison of Blood and Brain Mercury Levels
in Infant Monkeys Exposed to Methylmercury? or ?Vaccines
Containing Thimerosal, Neurotoxic character of thimerosal and
the allometric extrapolation of adult clearance half-time to
infants,? or ?Association between thimerosal-containing vaccine
and autism?. Despite evidence in favor of the use of thimerosal,
pharmaceutical companies have made available vaccines
without it, primarily to alleviate public outcry. Aren?t
conscientious care providers great?
10

Did you know that humans produce and metabolize about 1.5
ounces of formaldehyde a day? Or that apples, carrots, and
bananas all contain low levels of formaldehyde? An apple, for
example, contains 0.43mg of formaldehyde, and the hep B,
DTaP, IPV, and influenza vaccines combined contain 0.31mg.
11

bloodstreams. It doesn?t take a genius to see
that something doesn?t add up here.12
7. Most of the diseases that people get

The maximum safe dose of aluminum is 0.85mg to 1.25mg.
The hepatitis B vaccine, which is the one with the highest dose of
aluminum, contains 250mcg. There are a thousand micrograms
in a milligram, meaning that the hep B vaccine contains about a
quarter the maximum safe dose of aluminum.
12

vaccinated against have already been either
nearly or fully eradicated already13, so even

Orange juice is generally considered to be totally safe to drink,
but the CDC still probably wouldn?t recommend injecting it into
our bloodstream. Sometimes, things are safe to consume one
way but not another.
13

Globally, there are approximately 1.2 million cases of
meningitis every year. In 2018, 48.8 million individuals
contracted the flu. In 2016, there were about 2,500 cases of
hepatitis A. Approximately 14 million people contract the human
papilloma virus (HPV) each year. All of these diseases can be
prevented through vaccination.

if vaccinations really do prevent illnesses
while imposing minimum adverse side
effects, we don?t need them anymore.14

14

If in the face of all this evidence you still can?t see
the truth about vaccines, then I?m afraid you?re
simply a lost cause.15

"Sources" on Pages 48-51.

You might have a strong, healthy immune system and be at a
relatively low risk of contracting some vaccine-preventable
diseases, but some members of your community may not be.
Many individuals who suffer from severe allergies or immune
deficiencies and pregnant or breastfeeding individuals are not
eligible for vaccinations, and rely on the power of herd immunity
to keep them safe. Herd immunity makes it much harder for
diseases to spread from person to person, meaning that by
vaccinating a healthy individual you could be protecting
someone else. If you?re not going to get vaccinated for yourself,
do it for someone else.
15
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Ditto.

Th e Th r u st of th e Ar ticl e:

El ectr ic Pr opu l sion
by Jer em y Str u h l

Today?s world can be credited to rocket engines.

factor is the rate the

The modern world relies so heavily on Earth-

rocket expels mass,

orbiting satellites that rocket engines are the key

known as the mass

to humanity?s future. All rocket engines rely on a

flow rate. A greater

fundamental law of physics: Newton's third law

mass

of motion. Rockets work by expelling hot gasses,

means

called exhaust, out of their engines. The action of

thrust. The last major

this exhaust being expelled produces an equal

factor is the mass of the

and opposite reaction on the rocket, as Newton?s

rocket. Less massive rock-

third law dictates.

ets have greater accelera-

flow
a

rate
greater

tions. Rockets are unique in
that most of their mass is fuel;
thus, as they fly, they lose mass,
so their acceleration increases.

There are many different types of
It's Rocket Science!

rocket engines, the main ones being

There are three major factors that influence the

liquid bi- propellent, solid- propellant,

thrust generated by a rocket. The first is the ex-

and liquid mono- propellent rockets.

haust velocity ve. As the name suggests, ve is the

The main difference between these en-

velocity that the exhaust leaves the engine.

gines is what they are used for. Liquid

Higher velocity means greater acceleration on

bi-propellent and solid-propellent rock-

the vehicle. While ve varies by the engine, a

ets are the main engines used on

chemical-based rocket engine cannot achieve an

launch vehicles. Liquid engines provide

exhaust velocity above 2.5×103 m/s. The second
6

more control options than solid engines, such as

through a process called thermionic emission.

throttling, but solid engines provide better per-

This process produces free electrons by applying

formance at the cost of safety. Mono-propellent

heat energy to the surface of a metal. The posi-

engines, being sim pler

by nature, perform

tive potential walls of the discharge chamber at-

quicker with better reaction times, so they are

tract these electrons while the propellant is in-

commonly used as control systems for boosters

jected. In this cham ber, electrons collide with the

and spacecraft. Mono- propellent en-

neutral atoms of the propellant. This makes the

gines

commonly

use

high-

propellant release electrons, positively charging

pressure_gas.

the propellant atom. To maximize the amount of
propellant ionized, magnets push electrons from
the discharge channel walls. The resulting gas

Another type of single

contains both positive ions and negative elec-

propellant engine is

trons meaning the gas has no electrical charge,

an electric engine.
They

offer

making a neutral plasma. While exhibiting some

low

gas properties, plasmas can also be affected by

thrust to mass ra-

electrical and magnetic fields. At the end of the

tios, meaning they

thruster, there are grids of very precisely aligned

cannot escape the

holes called apertures. The first of these grids in-

pull of Earth?s gravity.

sures the plasma maintains a high voltage as it is

Once in space, however,
have

these
the

discharged. The next grids accelerate the ions

rockets

luxury

toward a negatively charged grid. The resulting

to

beam produces thrust as it exits the engine. To

burn their engines for
extended
time.

periods

Electric

stop the ions from being attracted back to the

of

engine potentially causing reduced thrust and

thrusters

engine damage, the ions must be neutralized by

have a high specific im pulse,

a beam of electrons shot into the_ion_beam.

the ratio of thrust to the
amount of propellant used,
meaning they can change the
velocity of a spacecraft far more
than traditional chemical engines while

using the

same

amount of fuel.

One type of electric engine is the
ion thruster. (see diagram to the
The Ion Thruster ? Something to Keep Your Eye On

right). Ion thrusters take their pro-

Like the ion thruster, another electric engine, the

pellant and ionize it, typically by

Hall thruster (see diagram on next page), gener-

electron bombardment. Electrons are

ates plasma from its propellant and accelerates

produced by a discharge cathode
7

it at high speeds; however, it does this in a dif-

reaction force generated is proportional to the

ferent way. Hall thrusters inject electrons into a

mass, so higher mass means greater thrust, and,

chamber and pull them toward the channel walls

thus,_greater_acceleration.

where they meet a magnetic field generated by
powerful electromagnets. This field traps the

An upcoming engine may bring back the use of

electrons, making them form a circle at the end

mercury as a propellant for rocket engines by

of the thruster. This electron movement is called

using it in an ion engine. While mercury is far

a Hall current and is where this thruster gets its

more efficient than xenon, it poses safety haz-

name. The propellant is then released into the

ards as it is toxic to humans. A satellite constel-

chamber and some of the electrons stuck in the

lation using a mercury powered engine could re-

channel collide with the propellant, creating ions,

lease 20 tonnes of mercury over the satellites?

just like the ion thruster. Unlike ion engines, Hall

lifetimes. The U.S. emits 50 tonnes each year, so

thrusters do not have grids. Instead, the ions are

the amount released by the single satellite con-

accelerated out of the engine because of the

stellation would be significant. However mercury

fields produced by the positive channel and the

is only harmful to humans that are exposed to it,

negative circle of electrons. As the positive ions

and ion thrusters can only be used in space, so

leave, they pull an equal number of electrons out

the emissions caused by mercury thrusters may

with them, keeping the thruster at a neutral

not be a concern. It is clear, though, that as the

charge.

thruster technology develops, so will the fuels
they_use.

As of October 2017, the record for the most
thrust produced by a Hall thruster was 5.4 newtons. This is a small amount of force, only about
one pound. While this is a slight amount of
thrust, this engine is still capable of changing the
velocity of a spacecraft by 40 km/s. The thruster
that achieved this, named the X3, was made by

Hall Thruster ? A Noble Effort to Use Inertness to
Overcome Inertia

the University of Michigan in collaboration with

Ion and Hall thrusters use different propellants

NASA and the U.S. Air Force. Instead of having a

from standard chemical engines. Unlike chemical

single channel of plasma, the thruster has multi-

engines, electric thrusters do not involve any

ple channle, which allows the thruster to be

combustion, so almost all the propellants used

smaller while still performing like a single chan-

are inert. This means many noble gasses, such as

nel engine. This type of thruster could be used to

krypton and argon, have been used. The propel-

propel future colonists to Mars because there

lant most commonly used is xenon. It easily ion-

would be time on the long journey to accelerate

izes, making the engine more efficient, and has a

up to the high speed allowed by the thruster.

high atomic mass. A higher atomic mass means

While the X3 thruster is not ready for this jour-

the engine will generate more thrust because the

ney yet, the team is working on the thruster
every day.
8

Although Hall engines have not seen use yet, ion

terintuitive solutions to problems. It is counter-

engines have been used. The Dawn mission was

intuitive to accelerate slowly to reach a high

possible because of its ion thrusters. They al-

speed, but in the vastness of space, this option

lowed Dawn not only to visit but also to orbit two

presents itself. As electric and other forms of

different planetary bodies. Each of the three

propulsion are developed further, it will be excit-

thrusters aboard Dawn could be actuated on two

ing to see what other options space will present

axes which permitted the engines to shift Dawn?s

to humans that cannot be imagined today.

center of mass. Altering the center of mass allowed the engines to control the attitude of

Sources on Pages 48-51.

Dawn.

Dawn needed to burn its engines a total of 2,000
days during its mission. Dawn?s ion engines
would take four days to accelerate from 0- 60
mph. This is a demonstration of the small thrust,
but large change in velocity ion engines provide.
Today, satellites and other spacecraft use electric
engines for their efficiency, but hopefully soon,
more high-velocity missions will also adopt them
as_Dawn_did.

The Dawn of Ion Propulsion

Electric engines like ion and Hall thrusters are
only perfect for one scenario, but that one case
is very important. They cannot be used to launch
off Earth and get into orbit, but once in orbit,
they have the potential to solve many problems.
Missions like the Dawn spacecraft would not be
possible without the change in velocity offered
by electric propulsion. Electric engines are another example of humans coming up with coun9

I Have Two Words For You:

Alt ernat ive Plast ics
by J ac k S t ein

The quick and ever-growing production of plastic,
combined with its misuse, has led plastic to
become an uncontrolled pollutant of the world?s
ocean, land, and ecosystems. This pollution makes
plastic unsustainable as a major resource for the
earth and a replacement needs to be found. Today,
plastic plays a core role in the creation of an
endless amount of products. It is extremely
versatile, and as a result, used in everything from
refrigerators to cars, clothing to furniture, and
plumbing to bottles. Another reason for the
overwhelming amount of use is due to plastic?s
inability to quickly or easily corrode, making it
durable and long lasting. Additionally, plastic is
cheap to produce and transport due to how light it
is, making it the ideal material for creating ?single
use? products.

landfills, resulting in 18 million pounds of plastic
going in the ocean per year. All the plastic in the
ocean has begun drastically altering the
ecosystems and the pollution is quickly reaching a
point of no return. As plastic waste fills the oceans,
the world needs to prioritize finding an alternative
to plastic.

In light of the negative environmental effects of
plastics, companies and researchers have begun
looking for sustainable and environmentally
friendly alternatives. Due to the undeniable
significance of plastic in today?s economy, these
solutions need to be cost-effective, immediate,
versatile, and most importantly sustainable in
order to be better than the current plastics in use.
This list of criteria is extremely difficult to meet and
requires a very specific kind of material. Many
solutions have been proposed, some of the most
promising include:

In theory, plastic materials sound invaluable and
beneficial to an industrialized consumer society.
Unfortunately, plastic has been misused for
decades and the environmental impacts have been
catastrophic. Plastic has been mostly a single use
item leading to significantly more waste and less
recycling. As plastic production and consumption
increases exponentially, massive quantities of
waste have accumulated, leading to significantly
more plastic waste. The inability of the world to
control the waste of plastic has led to
unfathomable amounts of excess plastic in the
ocean. In fact, it is estimated that 90.5% of plastic is
not recycled, meaning that after three uses of a
piece of plastic, there is a 99.99% probability that it
will become waste. It is also estimated that 79% of
plastic used worldwide ends up as litter or in

Chicken feathers have been one of the
more experimental alternatives to
plastic. After chicken feathers are
cleaned, they are turned into a powder
and keratin is added to create a
plastic-like material. This material is biodegradable
and creates very little pollution compared to
normal plastic, as there is no oil or melting involved
in its creation. This material, like plastic, is
extremely moldable and versatile in that way but
lacks diversity as it can only be used to create hard
and unbendable plastics. This makes the material
unusable to make single-use items. However,

1.

10

cleaning chicken feathers and melting the
synthesized material is costly and requires lots of
energy. For these reasons, chicken feather plastic is
only an effective plastic replacement for reusable
products due to high costs and the nature of the
material. Unfortunately, there is little to no demand
for biodegradable reusable plastic as normal
reusable plastic is both cheaper and has little to no
negative environmental effects; therefore, there is
little use of chicken feather plastic.

paper form and a flexible plastic form. The material
is biodegradable and compostable, making the
littering and maintenance of high amounts of
produce less significant as it is less likely to lead to
pollution. The products are also all cost-effective,
almost matching normal plastic per unit in price
and, in some circumstances, has even replaced
plastic in today?s society as it is more economically
efficient to use bagasse plastic in certain situations.
Regardless of these benefits of bagasse plastic, in
order for the plastic to be produced, it requires lots
of heating and burning. This leads to massive
amounts of pollution being released into the air.
Although the product is more environmentally
friendly in the disposal process, it is more of a
pollutant in the creation process than normal
plastic.

The Ohoo is a product that has
gained a massive amount of attention
for its appearance and the possibility
of replacing plastic water bottles.
These bottles make up a large
percentage of all plastic waste and
finding a disposable replacement has been in high
demand. The Ohoo is a bubble-like material that is
made from natural seaweed extract and can
biodegrade in 4-6 weeks. The membrane of the
bubble is completely edible as it only made from
seaweed extract and is filled with water. One
simply pops the bubble in their mouth to drink the
water. Even in prototype phases, the product has
proven successful and the cost per volume of water
is less than the normal disposable water bottle.
The downsides to this product are the quick
dissipation of the bubble and the delicacy of the
product. The bubbles by themselves can be
extremely temperamental and can be popped very
easily. Of course, this project is still in development
and has not hit mainstream markets yet, so there
are still many unknowns about the downsides of
this product. Another possible downside is the
sustainability of taking seaweed extract; if this
product were to achieve success, it could deplete
the seaweed in the ocean. Even if all these
problems are resolved, Ohoo would only solve the
disposable water bottle pollution issue, a
significant issue, but only part of the problem.

2.

Most of the replacements for plastic are specific
and individualized for certain products and are
often not tested or just as bad as plastic in terms of
sustainability. Although it would be beneficial to
the environment to only have reusable items made
of plastic, it is not a realistic solution yet. terms of
sustainability. This leads to the conclusion that it is
not plastic itself that is the real issue, as anything
used in moderation and handled correctly can be
beneficial, but the way in which consumers use
plastic. Yet the point of no return still has not been
reached, meaning there is still hope. The best
option left on the table is to change the mindset of
consumers. Almost all single-use items will be
unsustainable in the long run, but if society is able
to rid itself from single-use items, the world might
be able to heal. It will require a quick stop in the
production of single-use plastic, a difficult thing to
do in today?s society, but necessary if want to begin
to help the earth heal. The solution to
exponentially increasing plastic pollution does not
lie in single-use alternatives, but in the mindset and
duties of the consumers who use such products.

Bagasse plastic is another alternative
to plastic but is special as it has
already been implemented in today?s
society. Bagasse plastic is made from
sugar cane extractor resin in corn
starch and is quite versatile, coming in both a hard

Sources on Pages 48-51.
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A
Special
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on
Gener al
Rel at iv it y
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What _Happens_In
a_Bl ack_Hol e
St ays_In_a_Bl ack
Hol e by_Kat ie_Kr amer

Donut Hole, Black Hole, or Both?

Bl ack_Hol e_Basics
During the Enlightenment, in 1784, clergyman

would be im possible for an object that ?entered?

and natural philosopher John Michell wrote a

it to escape and return to the outside universe.

perceptive paper in which he foresaw the possi-

The existence of black holes didn?t enter the

bility of black holes, which he called ?dark stars.?

public consciousness until 1967 when John

Twelve years later, mathematician and physicist

Wheeler used the term in his lectures, and it

Pierre Laplace came up with the same idea on

caught on with scientists and was reported in the

his own. Roughly one- hundred and thirty years

mainstream media. On April 10, 2019, re-

after Michell?s conjecture, in 1915, Albert Einstein

searchers released the first photograph of a

created the general theory of relativity (?general

black hole. A world- spanning network of tele-

relativity?), which established specific criteria for

scopes called the Event Horizon Telescope took

the category of object Michell had predicted, in-

the picture of the black hole residing in galaxy

cluding that such objects would be fully discon-

M87.

nected from the rest of the universe and that it
14

General relativity asserts that gravitational fields

Thus, black holes are not, as is commonly be-

curve spacetime and dictate how objects travel

lieved, empty space, but are instead massive

through space. Bodies moving through space

amounts of matter packed into small volumes.

take the straightest path through ?spacetime,?

Black holes have extremely high mass densities

and these paths come to have curved, accelerat-

that cause a severe warping of spacetime under

ing trajectories when space is distorted by gravi-

general relativity, which leads to the creation of

tational fields. In 1916, Karl Schwarzschild pro-

the aforementioned event horizon, a spherical

vided the first theoretical explanation of a black

boundary whose crossing cannot be reversed.

hole using the principles of general relativity. He
discovered that at the center of all black holes
Scientists cannot directly observe black holes, so

there is a singularity, or an infinitely small space

they infer their presence from the behavior of

containing an infinitely dense mass, where the

the matter surrounding them. Evidence over-

known laws of physics no longer apply. He also

whelmingly supports that black holes have sig-

devised the idea of the event horizon, the radius

nificant effects on their surroundings, whether

outside of which an event occuring within the ra-

by emitting gamma ray bursts or causing the

dius cannot be perceived because within that ra-

growth of new stars while delaying the growth of

dius all trajectories terminate at the singularity.

others.

In other words, no trajectory crosses the event
horizon, even those of light. That is why a black
hole appears black from the outside? all light is
directed to the singularity at its center. The radius of the event horizon is called the Schwarzschild radius. It depends on the mass of the
black

hole,

and

is

given_by_the_formula:

where G is the universal gravitational constant, c
is the speed of light in vacuum, and M is the
mass of the black hole. In 1939, Oppenheimer
discovered stellar collapse, which provided a
possible mechanism for producing a black hole.
Artist Depiction of A Cherry-Flavored Gamma Ray Burst

Most black holes form from very large mass
stars, stars with masses greater than 10 solar
masses (the mass of our Sun), that undergo supernova explosions when they exhaust their fuel.
Smaller mass stars that are not massive enough
to fully collapse under their own gravitational
The (W)Hole of a Black Hole
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Fal l ing_f or _The
Bl ack_Hol e

pull after a supernova explosion become dense
neutron stars. More massive black holes often
result from stellar collisions, which can occur

If a person fell into a black hole, many factors

when a black hole collides with a neutron star,

would dictate their experience, but, in all cases,

and this collision produces a bigger black hole.

the person would eventually die due to tidal
forces (differential gravitational forces) that
would tear them apart. First and foremost, the
type of black hole the person entered would significantly impact what happened to them. For
Neu t r on St ar

stellar mass black holes, a person would reach
the singularity more rapidly than they would for
supermassive black holes because the distance
to the singularity from the event horizon increases proportionally with the mass of the black

The Concealed Fate of a Very Large Mass Star

hole as given by the formula noted above. As the
person, assumed to be falling feet first, ap-

Black holes seem to exist on two radically different mass- size scales. ?Stellar mass? black holes

proached closer and closer to the event horizon

are typically anywhere from 10 to 100 solar

of a stellar mass black hole, the differential pull

masses. Most stellar mass black holes are unde-

of gravity between the person?s feet and head

tectable and isolated, and scientists believe that

would increase drastically. At this point, a phe-

there are anywhere from ten million to one bil-

nomenon labeled ?spaghettification? would oc-

lion of them in the Milky Way. ?Supermassive?

cur, where the person entering a black hole (and

black holes are one million to one billion solar

inside a black hole) would be stretched out. Our

masses, and astronomers believe that they are

current knowledge indicates that most black

present at the center of almost all big galaxies,

holes spin, and when they do so, they drag

including the Milky Way. This can be inferred by

spacetime with

the

dragging,? a process whereby the stretched

effects

on

stars

and

gases

nearby.

them. This causes ?frame-

person_would_twist_and_swirl.
Artist Depictions of Spaghettification ?
Just Add Flying Sauce

Artist Depiction of a Supermassive Black Hole
Consuming a Star-Sized Orange

Angel Hair of Death
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experience time normally in their local reference
frame, they do not notice anything strange regarding time. Time just runs as usual for them
and they cross the event horizon in a finite time.
If they fall into a supermassive black hole, they
cross the event horizon without physical incident, though, eventually, they will run into the
singularity_and_unavoidable_death.
Pappardeadlle

Although there are some similarities, the experi-

As black hole research continues to emerge, it

ence of entering supermassive black holes is dif-

will be fascinating to see what advancements will

ferent from that of entering stellar mass black

be made to our knowledge of space, gravity,

holes. In supermassive black holes, spaghettifi-

time, matter, and energy. While it is unclear

cation does not occur due to the hole?s incredible

where exactly this research will take us, it is ap-

size, which drastically reduces the tidal forces

parent that black hole research will play a crucial

acting_on_the_person.

role in our ventures into space, and therefore in
our_future.

One of the most fascinating elements of falling
into black holes is that two different realities

Sources on Pages 48-51.

come into existence when the person crosses
the event horizon. From outside the black hole,
people would observe the person slowing down
more and more and approaching closer and
closer to the event horizon without ever reaching
it. Moreover, the person would appear dim mer
and dimmer, and the light emanating from them
would become redder and redder, termed a
?redshift.? Technically, the image of the person
would never disappear, but as they move closer
to the event horizon, the light they emitted
would become so faint and reddened that no instrument could be built that would be able to
detect them. They would fade out of existence
forever.

Timewise from the person?s perspective nothing
special happens. As the person draws nearer to
the event horizon, although their time slows relative to the rest of the universe, because they
17

This_Ar t icl e_Wil l
BE_The_Deat h
O
f
_U*
*WHERE_U_IS_THE_UNIVERSE_And_ALL
of _REALITY_As_We_KNOW_iT

by_Aidan_St er n
Everything must come to an end: your first kiss,

that add up to less than 180?, and a zero curva-

your favorite TV show, and the universe. As

ture results in triangles having internal angles

much as the universe's beginning has puzzled

that add up to exactly 180?, the answer taught in

physicists, so has how it will end. Physical cos-

high school geometry, which assumes a flat uni-

mology studies the largest- scale structures and

verse. Each possible curvature for the universe

dynamics of the universe. This study focuses

as a whole predicts a specific fate for the uni-

specifically on the universe?s birth, growth, and

verse in the end.

ultimate fate. The field has produced three prevailing theories of how the universe will end: the
Big Freeze, the Big Rip, and the Big Crunch.

One of the principal theories used in physical
cosmology is Einstein?s theory of general relativity. At the largest scales, gravity dominates the
other fundamental forces: strong, weak, and
electromagnetic.

General

relativity

describes

gravity as curved spacetime. There are three primary curvatures allowed by general relativity:
positive (or spherical), negative (or saddle), and

Do Real Universes Have Curves?

zero (or flat). As seen in Figure 1 below, a positive

When discussing the overall shape of the uni-

curvature results in triangles with internal angles

verse, there are three important considerations:

that add up to more than 180?, a negative cur-

its extent (namely, is it infinite or finite?); its cur-

vature results in triangles with internal angles

vature (the three models mentioned above); and
18

its connectivity (a principle topological property).

When general relativity was applied to cosmol-

A positive curvature is an example of a finite uni-

ogy, two assumptions were made. The first as-

verse, whereas negative and zero curvatures are

sumption was the ?cosmological principle,? or, in

examples of an infinite universes. While the

astronomer William Keels words, ?viewed on a

shape of the universe is still debated among

sufficiently large scale, the properties of the uni-

physical cosmologists, independent experimen-

verse are the same for all observers.? The second

talists from NASA, Caltech, and other institutions

was that the universe was static. However, the

have determined that the universe has zero cur-

second assumption failed in Einstein?s original

vature to within 0.4%. The researchers deter-

equations. In a universe in equilibrium with

mined this by observing the Cosmic Microwave

gravity as the dominate force, the equations pre-

Background (CMB), the electromagnetic radiation

dicted that everything would be pulled together

left over from the Big Bang. See Figure 2 below.

and eventually collapse. As a result, Einstein
thought there must be an unknown repulsive
force that balanced out gravity exactly. To
achieve this, Einstein created the concept of the
?cosmological constant? denotated by ??? and
added a term to his original equations to maintain a static universe.

Clinging to his belief in a static universe, Einstein
later rejected a solution to his original equations

No, This Isn't Three-Week-Old Guacamole, It?s the Cosmic
Microwave Background

found in 1924 by mathematician Alexander

mass?energy

Friedman that predicted an expanding universe.

bends spacetime. This introduces a value called

But after Hubble?s 1929 experimental discovery

the ?density parameter,? represented by ? 0,

of the expansion of the universe, Einstein knew

which is the ratio of the average mass- energy

there was no need to invent an ?unknown repul-

density of the universe to the critical mass-

sive force? to balance gravity as the universe?s

energy density. The critical mass- energy density

expansion clearly demonstrated it was not bal-

of the universe is the density at which the uni-

anced. At this point, realizing his mistake, Ein-

verse would stop expanding after an infinite

stein dubbed the cosmological constant his

time, or essentially the mass?energy density

?greatest blunder.? By 1931, Einstein abandoned

needed for the universe to be flat. Therefore, the

the

mass?energy (? 0) density parameter is what de-

altogether.

General

relativity asserts that

concept

of

the

cosmological

constant

termines the curvature of the universe. That is to
say:

By now you must be wondering how this con-

(1) If ? 0 > 1, there is positive curvature;

nects to the fate of the universe, but we?re getting there. Between the early 1930s and the late

(2) If ? 0 < 1, there is negative curvature; and

1990s, physicists generally agreed that the cos-

(3) If ? 0 = 1, there is no curvature.

mological constant equaled zero. However, in
19

1998, astronomers made a surprising discovery:

dubbed ?dark energy? and represented by the

the universe?s expansion was accelerating. Two

cosmological constant ?, which Einstein had re-

independent research groups, the Supernova

jected. Which finally brings us back to the begin-

Cosmology Project and the High- Z Supernova

ning of the end ? of the universe, not the article.

Search Team used type 1a supernovae to compare the distance to supernovas to their redThe most likely fate of our universe is the Big

shifts, or the expansion of the universe since the

Freeze, also termed ?Heat Death.? As previously

supernova occurred. As seen in Figure 3, the

mentioned, the currently accepted model of our

most distant supernovae have greater redshifts

universe is one of zero curvature. In other words,

than they would if the universe?s expansion was

the universe has exactly enough mass to cause

constant or slowing down. Members from both

the expansion to stop after an infinite amount of

groups won the Nobel Prize in Physics for this

time. As the expansion continues, the universe

discovery. This breakthrough implied that the

cools on its way toward its highest state of en-

cosmological constant had a positive, non- zero

tropy. In the Big Freeze, all matter stays intact

value.

and is converted over a very long, but finite, time
into radiation as the matter slowly decays and
spreads out. Eventually, after all the gas clouds
necessary to form stars are exhausted and the
last remaining stars burn out, the universe will
turn dark. Ultimately, even the most massive
black holes will decay due to Hawking radiation.
After an incredibly long, but finite, time the universe?s entropy will reach its maximum, and the
universe will be dead forever.

For a universe with negative curvature, there are
two possible fates predicted by physical cosmologists. The first is the aforementioned Big
Freeze. Just as in a universe with zero curvature,
a universe with negative curvature could lead to
eventual Heat Death. However, there is another,
possibly bleaker fate of the universe: the Big Rip.
Unlike the Big Freeze where matter stays intact,
Evidence for the Acceleration of the
Expanding Universe. Christmas Came Early!

the Big Rip is quite a bit more violent. In a possible distant future of a ?saddle? universe, the uni-

Scientists determined that in order for the ex-

verse has expanded, a lot. Eventually, the expan-

pansion of the universe to be speeding up, an

sion accelerates so fast that gravity cannot com-

unknown positive force needed to be operating.

pensate. At this point, dark energy takes over.

This new force causing the expansion was

First, the most massive objects rip apart; galaxies
20

will be obliterated since the space between the

And that?s the end of this article, not the uni-

objects will be expanding too quickly. Next, the

verse.

larger cosmic bodies such as black holes, stars
and planets will be destroyed. As the universe?s
expansion continues to accelerate, space will expand faster than the speed of light. Once space
expands faster than light, no particles in the universe will ever be able to interact. At this point,
the universe will consist of countless individual
particles unable to interact ever again.

Finally, a universe with positive curvature would
result in the Big Crunch, a far more positive fate
than Heat Death or the Big Rip, if only in curvature. In a universe with positive curvature, after a
period of time dark energy will no longer drive
the expansion of the universe. At this point in
time, gravity will be the dominated force in the
universe. Eventually, the expansion of the universe will be slowed and stopped due to gravity.
After that, the universe will start contracting. As
the universe gets smaller, everything begins to
heat up. Just before the Big Crunch occurs,
atoms will be torn apart due to the immense
heat. As the universe compresses, massive black
holes will devour everything. Eventually, these
black holes will devour each other and form a
super-massive black hole. At this point in the big
crunch, this super- massive black hole will contain the mass of the entire universe. Then the
black hole would devour itself. I did promise that
this theory presented a positive fate. At this
point, the ?Big Bounce? theory suggests that the
universe will begin again, with a new Big Bang, or
bounce. The theory also suggests that this
process of crunch and bounce has happened
numerous times and will continue indefinitely.
Thus, atoms will break up only to rebound back
together again and again like a high school ro-

Sources on Pages 48-51.

mance.
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Br oken_Toes:
On_why_physics
isn't _ov er

by_Et han_Gol dbl at t

Ev er y t hing_a nd_Not hing
OR_Wonder ing_Why _We
Don?t _Ha v e_a _Big_TOE
When pondering the nature of the universe (as
one is oft to do), one may wonder why we won-

turies of science itself, why is there still more

Sc ienc e_As_We
Know _It _a l l

work to be done? Why haven?t scientists retired

Science was created to better understand the

to their observatories to merely watch a universe

world around us. While myths sated this innate

they completely understand unfold? Such bewil-

human desire for a time, eventually such expla-

derment is understandable (even if physics isn?t),

nations for natural phenomena seemed inade-

especially if one has heard of the concept of a

quate. The Greeks noticed more patterns in the

theory of everything (TOE). You might query, ?if

world than the gods could possibly explain. And,

everything can be explained, why do we continue

better yet, their discoveries about the shape of

to experiment?? But before we can discuss

the Earth, the motion of the planets, and the

everything, we must discuss when there was

equations which could make them all function

nothing: the beginning of science itself.

began to gel more with one another than their

der at all. After more than five centuries of modern scientific thought, closer to twenty-five cen-

mythic explanations. The way their theories fit
together created just the spark of an idea: that
one day all theories may be united. Next came
the Renaissance, then the Scientific Revolution of
22

the 17th century, each wave building off the last,

and eventually be drawn closer to it just like

revising their theories to create new ones which

satellites in space to the planets they orbit.

explain more and more. Yet questions still remained: Why does physics function the way it
does? If electrons, protons and neutrons make
up atoms, what makes them up? What creates
the forces we observe, and how do these forces
function on a macro and micro scale? These
were the questions which physicists had been
trying to answer for more than one hundred
years.

An Incredibly Accurate Photograph of Spacetime Red Giant,
and White Dwarf Taken by the Hubble Telescope

Newton is the grandfather of all physics, creating
Most of Einstein?s predictions were proven in

the laws of motion, and a theory of space, time,

equations and confirmed in experiments so,

and gravity that functioned to explain many of

surely, we have predicted everything, right?

the phenomena witnessed on and from Earth.

Wrong. While Einstein?s general relativity pre-

His laws explained why apples fall from trees and

dicted quite well what physics looks like on a

why Earth orbits the Sun. Now we have predicted

large- scale, it did not have much to say about

the way things move and behave on and around

where forces and matter came from.

our planet. Good enough, right? Well, not exactly.
Even though his theories functioned for over two
hundred years, they were far from perfect.

Around the same era, a new group of scientists,
including Einstein, were beginning to think that

Enter Albert Einstein and his new discoveries

atoms just weren?t small enough. They asked the

about the nature of everything. Einstein created

question of what makes up atoms, and what

new theories that not only offered new explana-

makes up the things that make up atoms. For

tions for everything Newton had already pre-

decades scientists began discovering a laundry

dicted, but also made more predictions, such as

list of subatomic (smaller than atom) particles.

time dilation, near light speed travel, and, most

You had your protons, neutrons, and electrons,

famously, that matter was merely condensed

but also antimatter particles, baryons, and neu-

2

energy as immortalized in E=mc . Whereas New-

trinos. Quantum field theory then predicted that

ton saw space as a blank stage on which matter

all particles emerge from vibrations in a field.

and forces performed, Einstein saw that matter

The list of subatomic particles would have gone

warped and shaped this stage to create the force

on forever if it had not been for the Standard

of gravity as we observe it. This notion is most

Model of Particle Physics. This model shrunk the

commonly explained as a bowling ball (an object

list to only four fundamental force and seven-

with mass) being placed on a trampoline (repre-

teen fundamental particles which created all

senting spacetime). If marbles were rolled on the

matter and interactions between matter in the

trampoline, they would orbit the bowling ball,

universe. Some of these are com monly known,
23

Gr a v it y._It s_A_Tr a v it y

like electrons and photons, but others are less
known, such as muons, gluons, and charmed
quarks. These particles are divided into two cat-

Gravity and the Standard Model are like filet

egories: matter particles and force carrier parti-

mignon and chocolate truffles: both understood

cles. The matter particles further divide into

and enjoyed on their own, yet they don?t create a

quarks and leptons. Bosons create the four
forces which

satisfying mix when com bined. Because all the

are: electromagnetism, strong

other forces in the standard model have parti-

force, weak force, and gravity. In order for most

cles associated with them, it only fits that there

of these forces to function, a boson (force parti-

would be a ?graviton? that would be passed be-

cle) must be passed between particles of matter,

tween objects and carry the force of gravity. Sci-

creating phenomena such as nuclear bonds, ra-

entists can even predict its mass (0), speed (c, the

diation, and magnetism. Scientists also predicted

speed of light), and spin (2), and yet it has never

the Higgs boson, a particle responsible for giving

been observed. This problem possibly occurs

matter mass, though they did not observe it until

because gravity is the weakest of the fundamen-

2012. So, not only do we understand the how

tal forces, detectable on a planetary scale, but

space and time function on a grand scale, we

not on an atomic scale. Moreover, Einstein de-

also know what composes every atom, force, and

scribed gravity in such a way as to make it func-

particle to excruciating detail. Finally, physics

tion in a profoundly different way? curving

must be over? except it?s not. This is the result of

spacetime? than

one pesky little force: gravity.

the

other

fundamental

forces? exchanging bosons. So, while the idea of
gravitons remains a reasonable assumption, it is
also possible that gravity functions in a completely different manner, and, as of now, Einstein?s general relativity and quantum mechanics
don?t fit together.

And that?s not where the problems stop. Quantum mechanics only goes so far as to explain
these seventeen particles, but what are they
made of? And, not only does Einstein?s theory
not work with quantum mechanics, but it also
breaks with Newton?s idea of space as a blank
stage. Einstein says that spacetime can warp, but
the Standard Model relies on Newton?s assumptions. Furthermore, space in quantum theory is
discrete, or made of quantized parts, whereas in

God's-Eye View of Elementary Particles Performing a
Synchronized Swimming Routine

general

relativity

spacetime

is

continuous.

Nonetheless, both of these theories have been
supported this way and that through many ex24

periments and applications, so neither can be

course, spacetime). The various theories out

thrown out in favor of the other or another.

there are competing at various levels of success.
While some, like string theory and loop quantum
gravity have explained how all of the theories fit

The_Inna t e_Huma n
Desir e_t o_know
Ev er y t hing_&_Not hing

together, others, like internal relativity have derived Newtonian mechanics, and still others, like
CDT, can?t even explain why matter exists. For
the purposes of this article, we will stick with the

If only there was a theory which explained it all, a

leading theories: string theory and loop quantum

theory which joined Einstein?s general relativity

gravity.

with quantum mechanics, a theory that explained the universe so completely that there

If _You_Like_It ,_Then
You_Shoul d_Ha v e_Put
a _St r ing_on_It

would be no other questions left in physics, a
theory? of everything. This idea, that one theory
could provide a basic model of the universe, has
been around a while now. Stephen Hawking even

String theory began with two questions: (1) What

described theories of everything as ?knowing the

are fundamental particles made of? and (2) Why

mind of God.? String theory is the most well-

is gravity the weakest force? Let?s start with the

known of these theories, but there are many,

former. According to string theorists it is, you

many others. Usually,

guessed

the way these theories

fact, that vibrate at

makes an assumption

different

about how the unithey

to

different fundamental

begin

particles. This concep-

making mathematical

tion replaces the old

predictions. If all goes
according

to

idea that each particle

plan,

represents a point in

these calculations will
eventually

space

produce

quantum

length,

makes each particle a

then general relativity,
then

(no

width, or height) and

Newtonian mechanics,
and

frequencies

to form the seventeen

functions that
use

strings!

Tiny, tiny strings, in

work is that a scientist

verse

it,

Physicist Plot to Snub Someone's TOE

line, or string. One of

the particles that these strings can create is a

mechanics. If all of these theories can be derived

graviton (or G- string), as discussed earlier. But,

from the new theory, then the new theory must

while sim ply adding gravitons to the standard

be used to make new predictions that can be

model doesn?t work mathematically, when incor-

tested in a laboratory. Then, after all of that, the

porating the idea of quantum strings, we can fi-

scientist will have discovered a theory of every-

nally unify gravity and quantum mechanics, with

thing that can stand the test of time (and, of

a catch. More on that later.
25

The second question gets at the real root of what

move forward and backward. But for an ant who

string theory is, beyond just strings. String theo-

can crawl all the way around the rope, it?s a two-

rists assert that gravity is weaker than the other

dimensional space. So, extra dimensions can ex-

forces because it is spread out among many di-

ist, albeit curled up in very small spaces. What

mensions. See (actually, you can?t see this), to

does this have to do with string theory, you may

string theorists, there are far more dimensions

ask. Well, it turns out that the math for string

than the three spatial and one time dimension

theory doesn?t work out in three spatial dimen-

that we directly observe. But how many dimen-

sions, not even in Kalutza?s four spatial dimen-

sions are there and how do they work? This takes

sions. This is the catch I mentioned earlier. Ac-

Schrodinger's Cat Unravels String Theory

us to a man named Theodore Kalutza. After ob-

cordingly, theorists kept adding and adding di-

serving how Einstein described the force of grav-

mensions until the theory finally worked. It took

ity through warps and curves, he thought he

ten spatial dimensions and one time dimension.

should try to explain another fundamental force,
electromagnetism, in the same way. But if gravity

String theory not only gives us ten dimensions

warped space and time, what was left for elec-

and a unified theory of gravity, but also explains

tromagnetism to warp? Kalutza decided there

some questions which are pretty fundamental to

must be a fourth spatial dimension, and, through

our universe. For instance, string theory gives an

his calculations, he found the accepted equa-

answer to why the universe holds the basic

tions for electromagnetism. But if there is a

structure it does (with constant values for the

fourth spatial dimension, then where is it? String

mass of electrons, speed of light, etc.). The the-

theorists use the metaphor of a tightrope to ex-

ory says that the shape of the folded ten-

plain their concept of dimensions. For something

dimensional space and the strings themselves

as big as a human, a tightrope is a one-

affect how they can vibrate, theoretically giving

dimensional space, as humans are only able to

these exact values. If, eventually, string theorists
26

can calculate the shapes of the dimensions they

when charges were present. Without electro-

will be able to see if their num bers agree with

magnetic charges, the fields would create loops.

the accepted values. Another way to test if string

The theory of loop quantum gravity describes

theory does, in fact, accurately describe the uni-

space as an interconnected mesh of looped

verse would be to test for the existence of the

fields and defines these fields as existing not in

alternate dimensions. Using a particle accelera-

space but rather that their mesh is space. They

tor, one could fire two particles at each other at

called the intersections of the net ?quanta of

incredibly high speeds. When these particles col-

space? or ?nodes? and the parts between each

lide, they will release the energy of their velocity.

intersection ?links.? The mesh is so fine that no

However, if the extra spatial dimensions of string

particle is small enough to fit between it, which

theory do exist at incredibly small scales, some

explains why objects don?t spontaneously disap-

of this energy will escape into those other di-

pear from space. In low energy situations, each

mensions. If this difference in energy between

looped field could act as a gravity force-carrying

the particles pre and post collision is measur-

particle and, because the mesh of space is made

able, due to conservation of energy, this sup-

of fields, it fits with Einstein?s equations and his

ports the existence of extra spatial dimensions.

conception of space as a field.

However, much more experimentation is required to fully confirm all the aspects of string
When LQG was just beginning, a scientist named

theory, a common problem among theories of

Roger Penrose discovered his own network of

everything.

loops which fit quite well with the theory. He
called his network a ?spin network,? and, using it,

This_Idea _Isn't
Tha t _Loopy

he discovered values for the areas between each
node, which he called ?spin.? These values turned
out remarkably sim ilar to those in LQG, so theo-

Even though string theory gets all the attention,

rists folded his ideas into their theory. However,

it?s not the only TOE out there. Enter loop quan-

Einstein?s theory doesn?t only describe how mat-

tum gavity (LQG), originating with an attempt to

ter and gravity bend space, but also spacetime.

reconcile Newton?s idea of space as a blank stage

In LQG, this manifests as what is called ?spin-

with both Einstein?s idea of space as a continu-

foam,? referring to the sum of all the states the

ous field and quantum theory?s granular space.

spin network (or field-loop-mesh) has or will oc-

So, how could space be a field, but also granular?

cupy at all times. The spin network, raised a time

It took physicists Michael Faraday and James

dimension, becomes a spin-foam, and creates an

Clerk Maxwell to create a new conception of

all new conception of spacetime.

space. While string theory conceives of space as
the sum of Newton?s ?blank stage? and Einstein?s
gravitational field, LQG does away with Newton?s

With this theory, scientists have been able to

?blank stage? idea entirely and theorizes a con-

clean up a lot of old theories and questions. One

cept of space which can satisfy each of the pre-

concerned the temperature of black holes, which

vailing theories. Faraday conceived of fields as

has a sim ple fix in LQG. LQG also rids the big

lines with a positive side and a negative side

bang theory of its initial ?singularity? (all the mat27

The_Un- Fil l a bl e_Cha sm
Of _Huma n_Ignor a nc e

ter of the universe squeezed into an infinitesimal
volume). Because the theory says that volume is
finite, this means that the big bang happened in
steps, meaning there is no longer need for a sin-

It?s easy to understand why people would want a

gularity. Finally, quantum theory used to rely on

TOE and tempting to explain everything sim ply

the infinitesimal as well, but objects we once

with one set of ideas, one set of equations. It?s

thought had infinitely small volume now have a

simpler to say that everything is strings, easier to

finite constant volume.

proclaim that space is a superfine mesh of intertwined loops. Each of these theories, however,

Scientists like LQG because it?s a sim ple and logi-

just happened to work out with the previously

cal approach to a TOE which does not rock the

understood knowledge. This could result from

proverbial boat of understood physics. It only re-

accurately describing the universe or by pure ac-

quires three spatial dimensions and one time di-

cident. Either way, it will take many more calcu-

mension, compared to string theory?s ten. But

lations and experiments to confirm that either of

that isn?t to say it?s without problems. Loop

these theories, or some others, accurately de-

quantum gravity theorists have struggled with

scribe reality. But these theories, accurate or in-

how the spin-foam can produce the same condi-

accurate, are important tools for learning more

tions and special cases as Einstein laid out in

about the universe. They sharpen our observa-

general and special relativity. As with many TOEs,

tions, make us question what we know, and will,

it struggles to make new predictions which can

eventually, lead us into the future of physics.

be tested. One hope is that scientists will be able
to test the prediction that photons move at dif-

But what then? Once we confirm we have a TOE,

ferent speeds depending on the wavelength of

what will physicists do all day? Well, the truth is

light they are leaving behind, but it may yet take

that no matter how extensively the universe is

more calculation and ideation with this theory to

described by one theory, there will always be

find a testable prediction.

holes (perhaps even black holes). Some will be
easy to fill using other accepted theories, but
others will require that new avenues be explored
to find answers. As we come to further understand our universe, we will discover further mysteries. So, in the end, we have no idea how far
down the rabbit hole we must go to reach the
end, if there is indeed an end. If, then, we finally
figure out what the universe is, we will be left
with one final question, buried deep inside every
human, each with a unique temperature to their
burning desire to find an answer to, and that

CERN's New Loop Quantum Gravity Accelerator

question is ?why??

Sources on Pages 48-51.
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Sal t of th e Earth :
Nei th er Si mpl e Nor Good
by Ni ch ol as Nak ano

California has a massive agricultural
economy, producing nearly two- thirds of
all domestically grown fruits and nuts, as
well as over a third of all domestically
grown vegetables. Almost all of this growing occurs in the Central Valley, which
produces 230 different crops on about 7
million acres of land. However, this veritable cornucopia of produce is in jeopardy.
Growing salinity levels in the area imperil
one of the greatest sources of the country?s produce.

systems collapsed due to an inability to
meet food needs. The great empires in
the area shrunk to small scale villages and
never scaled returned.
The San Joaquin Valley spans about twothirds of central California and has been
dubbed ?the bread basket of California.?
However, the extreme drought conditions
in the Valley pose a great threat to crops.
In the midst of this, the use of groundwater has grown to make up 60% of the
agricultural water supply, but even this is
creating surface instability. The aquifer
near the Joaquin Valley is rapidly collapsing and the land is sinking up to three feet
per year. In the Central Valley, there aren?t
enough exit passages for the salt present
in groundwater, causing accumulation
and stagnation. The buildup of excess
salinity is now present in the water used
to grow crops, resulting in the crops being
exposed to salinity levels significantly
higher than they?re adapted to. This could
eventually cause the crops grown in the
valley to become unsafe for consumption,
die, and ultimately lead to a food crisis. A
recent study by the University of California, Davis reports that if salinity increases

In low concentrations, salt is necessary
and beneficial for the growing of agricultural produce. It assists plants in storing
and retaining liquid water for both growth
and sustenance. In high concentrations,
however, it can have detrimental effects
on growing plant life. When highly saline
water is absorbed by a plant, the high
concentrations of salt can shut down major biological functions and result in
stunted growth or death. The effects of an
over salinization of growing fields are disastrous. For example, when the growing
communities of ancient Mesopotamia experienced massive yield reductions due to
high levels of salinity, entire large scale
30

at the current rate until 2030, the direct
annual costs will range from $1 billion to
$1.5 billion, with income im pacts to the
Central Valley between $1.2 billion and
$2.2 billion. This rising salinity problem
not only affects the livelihood of our produce but our municipal economy as well.

feeding grounds and could be poisoned
by the levels of selenium within the evaporating water. To address this, the ponds
could be made less attractive to birds as
well as filtering out the selenium from the
water to be disposed of elsewhere before
being deposited into the evaporation
ponds.

There are multiple ways to address the issue, but the most promising seem to be
source?control, groundwater management, and evaporation ponds? though
these are not without their faults.
Source?control requires farmers to apply
water uniformly across their growing
fields and to carefully and accurately
manage the volume applied. This would
help to prevent over- irrigation and prevent an excess of drainage water from
building up faster than it would be
drained. While the technology for such
accurate management is expensive, the
benefits gained would outweigh the initial
cost. Alternatively, groundwater management would address the increasing water
table by pumping groundwater for irrigation use. Not only would this provide water while in drought conditions, it would
also lower the rising water table, and prevent the groundwater from sitting and
gaining more salt. A major drawback of
this method would be the accelerated
transformation of high-quality groundwater to poor- quality groundwater. Another
solution is the implementation of evaporation ponds. These ponds would help
regulate the salt balance on individual
growers?fields by removing salt from productive agricultural land and into isolated
and designated ponds. However, the flaw
with this solution is that birds often use
these evaporation ponds as resting and

It is imperative that a solution is found
and implemented soon, as the problem of
the San Joaquin Valley, if gone unresolved,
will result in massive damage to California?s
agricultural
community
and
economy.
Sources on Pages 48-51.
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The Recycling Industry Is

Trash
by Spencer York
When thinking about our future as a species, one
of the most important considerations is the
amount of waste thrown into our environment.
While humans have made many advancements
that allow for longer, healthier lives at greater
ease, we have not paid enough attention to the
negative impacts of the waste that these
technologies produce and eventually become.
Currently, the rates at which plastic, metals and
other materials are being put into landfills and
poured into our oceans is unsustainable to
maintain our ecosystem. Too much waste is a
global issue. Every country produces waste, with
varying abilities to collect that waste. However,
no country has successfully managed to
minimize waste to a level that will allow for a
healthy ecosystem.

of the developed world's littering, many poor
countries do not have the waste collection
programs to properly dispose of their
population?s waste. More than half
of the world?s population does
not have access to regular
trash collection. Many parts
of the world have been
expanding at rates that
government
trash
services can?t afford to
keep up with. Much of
this trash is
being poured
directly into
important
ecosystems
because there
is
nowhere
else for the
citizens to put
it. When waste
isn?t collected, it
can also increase
the occurrence of
illnesses
such
as
diarrhea and acute
respiratory infection up
by six times.

Globally, humans produce about 1.3 billion tons
of waste per year. Of that, 288 million metric
tons of it are plastic, which takes from 450 to
1000 years to biodegrade. One of the main
issues with modern waste production is that
large portions of it aren?t properly contained.
From 4.8 to 12.7 million metric tons of plastic
were dumped into the ocean in 2012. This leads
to plastic being ingested by many sea creatures,
birds and mammals which significantly reduces
the lifespan of these animals. A study found that
a quarter of the fish in California markets had
plastic in their stomachs. Plastics are composed
of very harmful chemicals, so if they are partially
degraded, much of this can be released into the
environment and can impact all sorts of
organisms. The oceans see the worst of our
trash problem, though, plastic pollution affects
nearly every ecosystem. Although carelessness
and improper waste management leads to most

While uncollected waste has very serious
negative environmental impacts, collected waste
is also harmful. When trash biodegrades, it
releases methane; a greenhouse gas that is 28
times more heat conductive than carbon dioxide.
In 2010, garbage released about 800 million
metric tons of the CO2 equivalent of methane
worldwide. The most harmful impact of landfills
32

is their effect on climate change. While they allow
for greater sanitation, they do not solve the issue
of greenhouse gas pollution. In 2015, 195
nations came together to sign the Paris
agreement which sets out to mitigate global
warming to 1.5°C in order to reduce mass
damage that could be caused by greater
warming. The US government has shown no
devotion to the climate standards set, which will
potentially lead to massive suffering in the
coming decades. In order for the world to meet
CO2 reductions set by the Paris agreement,
landfill pollution in the US is an emitter that will
have to be majorly reduced.

to emit most air pollutants at emission rates that
are greater than coal-fired power plants on a per
megawatt-hour (MWh) basis.? Incinerators and
waste to energy facilities are not a clean source
of energy and should not be recognized as one.
However, they may play a role in mitigating
methane production. There is currently not
enough research surrounding waste to energy
facilities to make a conclusive decision about
whether the technology should be widely used. It
is very clear, however, that incinerators are not
the best way to reduce landfill deposits.
Recycling has long been thought of as the
answer to the landfill?s negative environmental
impacts. However, this is simply not true. Before
2018, the United States and most of Europe sold
their recycled materials to China, but the
president of China, Xi Jinping, halted all trash
imports as a reaction to China?s growing trash
crisis. Recyclables that were sold to China by
governments were processed in completely
unregulated centers. This means that many
items properly placed in the blue bin were being
burned across the globe, resulting in high
amounts of pollutants. China has begun to make
efforts to reduce pollution and reduce its waste,
leaving countries like the US to have to adapt
quickly. California has a very serious recycling
crisis of its own, leaving recyclables without any
proper method of disposal. California relied
heavily on China to process its recyclables and
hasn't developed much recycling infrastructure
as a result. In the last year, California officials
have been struggling to find companies willing to
process the waste. Currently, raw materials are
so cheap, there isn?t much incentive to process
recyclables. So, if recycling isn?t plausible, then
the burden falls on consumers; the only solution
is reduction.

One possible solution to the
issue of landfills? greenhouse
gas production may,
counter-intuitively, be
burning trash. In the
United States, waste
incinerators have not been
adopted
as
a
common
energy
production
method,
but
they
are
prominent in
Europe and
other parts
of the world.
Waste
incinerators
could potentially
lessen
global
warming, due to
the fact that landfills
produce
methane
which is more potent
than the carbon dioxide
produced by incinerators.
There are many concerns regarding
smog and chemical pollution with
incinerators which is why the few incinerators in
the US are required to have numerous filtering
systems for the exhaust. Still, a report from the
New York State Department of Environmental
Conser- vation found that incinerators ?continue

Sources on Pages 48-51.
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Ma p p in g T HE
T e r r it o r y O F
A b s t r a c t io n
byAm
ielleM
oreno
Take a m om ent and t hink of a noun.

In t he part of t he brain just in front and a
lit t le up from your left ear is a region im port ant for processing abst ract concept s called
t he ant erior t em poral lobe (ATL). St riem -

Is it an object , like a ?rainbow ? or a concept
like ?just ice?? Har vard researchers just

Am it hypot hesized t here was a finer dist inc-

found a new dividing line in t he region responsible

for

concret e

versus

t ion wit hin t his region. ?But it ?s one t hing t o

abst ract

predict a finding and anot her t o see it act ually work,? explains St riem -Am it .

t hinking, t hanks t o a unique group of
part icipant s.

St riem -Am it and her colleagues designed an

Dr. Ella St riem - Am it is t he first aut hor of a

exper im ent , present ing part icipant s wit h

Nat ure Com m unicat ions paper which re-

words or concept s in a brain scanner called
a funct ional m agnet ic resonance im ager

cruit ed blind individuals t o help t ease apart
what specific brain real-est at e is responsible

(fMRI). They were t hen able t o m ap t he

for pondering concret e versus abst ract ob-

blood flow in var ious ar eas of t he brain, t o

ject s and abst ract concept s. They det er-

see where in t he brain t hese ideas were being processed.

m ined what t he brains of blind people look
like while t hinking about visual object s like
?red? or a ?rainbow.?

Unlike ot her anim als, hum ans cont em plat e
non-object concept s such as ?freedom ? and
?dignit y.? But det er m ining how t his is ac-

Com plex t hinking is believed t o occur on t he
out er layer of t he brain called t he cort ex. In

com plished has present ed a problem for

hum ans, t his gray m at t er is m ade up of

scient ist s. Many confounding fact ors can

around 16 billion brain cells. As you m ove

?m uddy t he wat ers? of fMRI result s. For exam ple, abst ract concept s are m ore sem ant ic

across t he surface grooves and hills of t he
cort ex, t he specialt ies of t he regions change.

or cont ext dependent and t hey act ivat e
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broad processing ar eas in t he brain. Discovering how and where abst ract t hinking occurs required a new experim ent al design
which could t ease apart per cept ibilit y and

gions, but did not int eract wit h t he lat eral or
dorsal ATL.

?In ret rospect , I probably should have cele-

?object hood.?

brat ed m ore,? confesses St riem - Am it , because what she found in her dat a would de-

A ?rainbow ? is a real object , yet even wit h all
of it s ?object -hood,? t he concept of a ?rain-

scribe not only how t he brains of blind individuals int erpret sight dependent concept s,

bow ? is im per cept ible t o t hose who were

but also, how brain real-est at e is separat ed

born wit hout vision. The brain of a sight ed

based on what t ypes of inform at ion excit es

person versus a blind per son would not
?t hink? about ?rainbows? t he sam e way. But

it . Her paper describes t he t ight relat ionship
bet ween t he dorsal and lat eral ATL while

unlike ot her im percept ible concept s, like

also dist inguishing t heir roles.

?freedom ,? t he color ?red? and ?rainbows?
are underst ood by t he blind t o be object s.

Scient ist s m apping t he brain face t he sam e
challenges as t hose m apping t he ocean
floor; it is dark t er rit ory, filled wit h unknown

St riem - Am it found bot h blind and sight ed

landscapes and cur rent s. Much like t he

people process abst ract concept s in t he ATL.
However, in t he blind, t here was a high re-

ocean, scient ist s can probe t he dept hs of
t he brain wit h scanning sensors, searching

sponse in t he dorsal ATL when present ed

for act ivit y.

wit h an object t hey did not have sensory experience wit h, such as t he color ?red.? Re-

But t he brain allows us t o int er act m ore

searchers called t his area of t he blind brain
an ?im percept ibilit y clust er ? because wit h-

t han ot her undiscovered dept hs. Thanks t o
t he unique perspect ive of blind individuals,

out sensory experience, t he object was ab-

researchers m apped t he ATL int o t hree re-

st ract t o t hese individuals. However, for

gions wit h dist inct funct ional roles, allowing

concept s such as ?freedom ,? which are abst ract t o bot h t he sight ed and blind, t he lat -

us t o bet t er under st and how t he hum an
brain t hinks about t he com plex concret e

eral ATL showed m ore blood flow.

and abst ract world around us.

Locat ed next t o t he lat eral ATL but m ore on
t he underside of t he brain, t he m edial ATL

Next on t he horizon for St riem - Am it is a
?large, very int erest ing project ? neuroim ag-

liked concret e object s. In t he case of blind

ing and st udying ?t he abilit ies of people

part icipant s, t he m edial ATL showed en-

born wit hout hands.?

hanced blood flow for concret e object processing such as ?cup? but not for ?red? while
t he sight ed par t icipant s processed bot h of
t hese concept s here. The m edial ATL is connect ed t o m ult iple sensory processing re35

Cons t ant
Change
b y Sc o t t J o h n s o n
De f in in g t h e T r u e V a l u e o f T h in g s
You have probably heard the aphorism ?change is the
only constant in life.? For physicists, however, that is
not the case. And that is why on November 16, 2018,
following recommendations from the International
Committee for Weights and Measures, the 26th
General Conference on Weights and Measures
unanimously voted to define four physical constants
to be precise, immutable values: the Planck constant
(h), the Avogadro constant (NA), the Boltzmann
constant (kB), and the elementary charge (e). As a
consequence, all seven SI measurement standards,
commonly known as SI basic units, will undergo
redefinitions that either refine their connection to an
already exactly-defined physical constant or finally
connect them to such a constant. These revisions will
take worldwide effect on May 20, 2019. With the new
SI standards, a unification, stabilization, and
communication project started in France in the 1790s
will be completed if not perfected.

compare,
and
communicate
measurements.
However, in the 1790s, the French introduced the
metric system of units ?for all times and all peoples.?
They intended to attain this universality by basing
their measurement standards on properties of
nature. For example, the metric system defined the
unit for length, called the meter (m), as one
ten-millionth of the distance from the equator to the
North Pole, and the unit for mass, called the kilogram
(kg), as the mass of one liter of water. These
explicit-unit definitions were hard to realize for
practical calibrations, so physical representations, or
artifacts, were created: a bar for the meter and a
cylinder for the kilogram. These artifacts were held
under special conditions in France and used to
calibrate prototypes for dissemination around the
world. Eventually, the metric system evolved into the
SI unit system, the system now used by scientists and
merchants throughout the globe and set for revision
shortly.

Scientists use agreed upon standards of reference
called units to communicate their measurements to
each other. For these communications to be
meaningful, the units must be observer-independent
(objective), space-independent
(universal), and
time-independent (constant). These criteria ensure
that when scientists make measurements, they can
share and understand their results no matter who,
where, or when they are because they are talking
about the same what.

As shown in the diagram below in the inner ring, the
soon-to-be-old SI unit system uses seven basic units:
the meter, the kilogram, the second (s), the mole
(mol), the candela (cd), the Kelvin (K), and the Ampere
(A). Respectively, these basic units measure length,
mass, time, amount of substance, luminous intensity,
temperature, and current. All other units, called
derived units, are built out of these basic units. For
instance, speed has the SI units of m/s and force has
the SI units of (kg m)/s2 .

Before 1790, scientists, let alone countries, had yet to
devise a shared set of standards by which to make,
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the definition of the kilogram lacks. In addition, the
definition of the second may be used to calibrate a
clock without transferring a human-made artifact.
However, with the kilogram, calibration requires
casting and transferring replicas, which increases the
chance of introducing errors.
To create the new SI system, as shown below, the
definitions of the basic units kg, mol, K, and A will be
altered
from
explicit-unit
definitions
to
explicit-constant definitions and, as mentioned above,
h, NA, kB, and e will be precisely defined.

The Old Modern: The SI System Prior to May 20, 2019
The outer ring in the above diagram connects each
basic SI unit to its definition. Explicit-unit definitions
define standards in terms of artifacts or natural
phenomena; however, explicit-constant definitions
connect standards to exactly-defined physical
constants. Currently, the meter, second, and candela
are respectively defined in terms of exactly-defined
constants for the speed of light (c), the ground state
hyperfine structure transition frequency of the
cesium-133 atom (?vCs), and the luminous efficacy of
monochromatic radiation of frequency 540×1012 Hz
(Kcd ). That is why their defining quantities appear in
color in the diagram. These constants then set the
definitions of their associated basic units and ensure
they are stable, universal, and communicable. For
instance, the second is defined as the duration of
9,192,631,770 periods of the radiation corresponding
to a transition between the two hyperfine levels of the
ground state of the cesium-133 atom. Any sufficiently
advanced being in the universe can know about and
measure the radiation emitted by cesium-133 atoms.

The New Contemporary: The SI System on May 20, 2019
Along with these constant changes, all seven of the
definitions of the basic SI units will be modified to
incorporate these alterations. For example, the
second will be defined as follows:
The second, symbol s, is the SI unit of time. It is
defined by taking the fixed numerical value of the
cesium frequency ?vCs, the unperturbed ground-state
hyperfine transition frequency of the caesium-133
atom, to be 919,2631,770 when expressed in the unit
Hz, which is equal to s?1.

However, the other basic SI units? the kilogram, mole,
Kelvin, and Ampere? have explicit-unit definitions
unconnected to exactly-defined constants. That is why
their defining quantities appear in gray in the
diagram. For example, the kilogram is defined as the
mass of the International Prototype Kilogram (IPK), a
polished cylinder of platinum-iridium kept under
three nested bell jars in a vault outside Paris, France.
Thus, the kilogram is defined by an artifact.
Accordingly, because an artifact may change with
time due to wear and tear, but a cesium-133 atom
doesn?t, the definition of the second enjoys a stability

This definition is basically the same as the previous
definition, except for defining more rigorously the
conditions of its application.
Even the meter, which was already defined in terms
of the exactly-defined constant c, will be re-defined as
follows:
The meter, symbol m, is the SI unit of length. It is
defined by taking the fixed numerical value of the
speed of light in vacuum c to be 299,792,458 when
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expressed in the unit m?s?1, where the second is
defined in terms of the cesium frequency ?vCs.

physicists can reduce this range, but they cannot
eliminate it. For example, there will always be thermal
agitations that affect measurements no matter how
much physicists control for random disturbances.
Strangely, physics is both totally deterministic and
completely random. Therefore, physicists report
measurements using the format x = x?± ?x where x is
the reported value, x?is the average value for all the
measurements, and ?x is the random error or
uncertainty.

Again, this definition is basically the same as before,
except that the additional rigor in the definition of the
second will propagate to the meter.
The kilogram will receive a radical change in
definition. It will transform from ?The kilogram is the
unit of mass; it is equal to the mass of the
international prototype of the kilogram? to this
definition:

Generally, physics concerns relative changes. Its basic
quantities measure such changes. For instance,
displacement measures change in position, velocity
measures the rate of change of displacement with
respect to time, and acceleration measures the rate of
change of
velocity with
respect
to time.
Notwithstanding that generality, physics also
concerns itself with quantities that don?t change, the
so-called physical constants. Physical constants come
in three forms: (1) constants of a system; (2) constants
of a class of phenomena; and (3) universal constants.
Consider the speed of light. Initially, c was treated as a
property of light or a constant of a system. Later, after
the theory of electromagnetism and observation of
electromagnetic radiation, c was taken to be a
constant for electromagnetic phenomena. Finally,
after the discovery of special relativity, c was known to
be a universal constant that placed an upper limit on
speeds in the universe.

The kilogram, symbol kg, is the SI unit of mass. It is
defined by taking the fixed numerical value of the
Planck constant h to be 6.62607015×10?34 when
expressed in the unit J?s, which is equal to kg?m 2?s?1,
where the meter and the second are defined in terms
of c and ?vCs.
It may seem strange to point of being arbitrary to
define the kilogram, a unit first encountered in
classical physics in the equation F=ma, in terms of the
Planck constant, a fundamental physical constant first
encountered in quantum mechanics in the formula
E=h?. Moreover, it may appear hubristic for humans
to define the values of fundamental physical
constants such as the Planck constant. After all, aren?t
such constants supposed to exist independent of
human existence, let alone human conventions? And,
thus, aren?t they known through measurement rather
human decree? In fact, the new definitions of the SI
basic units and the definitions of their defining
constants derive from a history of increasingly
improved
theoretical
understanding
and
measurement precision.

That measurements are certain to be uncertain has
important consequences for standards and physical
constants. With regard to standards, it means that
even the best definition, if it requires a measurement,
will have some uncertainty and, thus, the standard
can?t be known precisely.

Ce r t if ie d Ce r t a in l y Un c e r t a in
Benjamin Franklin wrote, ?In this world nothing can be
said to be certain, but death and taxes,? and
physicists agree. With certainty, all measurements
contain some uncertainty. When physicists make the
same measurement several times, they don?t get
exactly the same value. They obtain a distribution of
values and the range of that distribution about their
average value estimates the uncertainty in the
measurement, or, in other words, the range around
the average value that another measurement is likely
to fall within. To be more precise about uncertainty,
physicists can actually calculate the range within
which the average value is likely to fall if they
conducted all the measurements all over again. This
range is called the random error of the measurement.
Through better and better measuring techniques,

T h e Pr e c is e His t o r y o f t h e
Imp r e c is e Me t e r
As science advanced, more uniform and more precise
length measurements were needed, so scientists
sought measurement standards that connected to
natural phenomena rather than royal decree. In 1793,
in an initial attempt to meter the meter, French
scientists defined the meter as one ten-millionth of
the distance from the equator to the North Pole (the
quarter meridional distance).
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In 1960, the scientific community changed the
definition of the meter to 1,650,763.73 wavelengths of
the light emitted during a specific atomic transition in
krypton-86.
This
re-definition
improved
the
uncertainty in the meter to ±0.000000004 m. It also
connected the meter to a stable atomic phenomenon.
Over the years, many attempts were made to
measure c with increasingly improved uncertainty.
The table shows the results of modern efforts.

The Meridian Drawn and Quartered
Given the pattern shown in the table, it seemed that
physicists would continue to make more and more
precise measurements of the speed of light. However,
there are no post-1972 measurements of c that
improve on Everson?s precision. Did physicists
encounter a fundamental limit to their ability to
measure the speed of light? The answer would be no.
Instead, they gave up on measuring the speed of
light. But don?t rush to call them quitters. They had
good reason.

However, this definition could only be as precise as
the measurement of the quarter meridional distance.
In 1795, under this definition, Delambre and Mechain
determined the length of a meter within an
uncertainty of ±0.0005 m. Later, in 1799, French
scientists created a platinum meter bar to be kept at
the Metre des Archives in Paris, France. With this
definition of the meter, the uncertainty in its length
improved by a factor of 10 to ±0.00005 m. In 1889, the
French raised the meter bar again by creating a new
platinum-iridium meter bar with an uncertainty of
±0.0000002 m, increasing the precision by roughly
200-fold. At that time, the International Bureau of
Weights and Measures created National Prototype
Meter Bars to serve as the standards for units of
length in each country. The United States was given
Bar No. 27, which defined the meter in the United
States from 1893 to 1960.

Notice that the speed of light is measured in m/s, so it
depends on the meter. As noted above, because all
measurements have uncertainty, the definition of the
meter has an uncertainty associated it. With Everson?s
measurement of c, most of the remaining uncertainty
in c derived, not from the experiment itself, but
instead from the definition of the meter. Basically,
physicists knew the c better than m.
Accordingly, in 1983, because the cesium-133
definition of the second adopted in 1967 had a
smaller uncertainty than the krypton-86 definition of
the meter and measurements of c couldn?t be
improved because the uncertainty in the meter, the
17th General Conference on Weights and Measures
redefined the meter in terms of an exactly-defined c
with the following definition: ?The meter is the length
of the path traveled by light in vacuum during a time
interval of 1299,792,458 of a second.? And, with that
definition, the meter became connected to the
exactly-defined physical constant c, which precisely
equaled 299,792,458 m/s.

A St o r y o f Ma s s iv e Co n s t a n t
Ch a n g e
As previously mentioned, on May 20, 2019, the
kilogram will be redefined through a physical constant

The Meter Bar None
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change similar to that of the meter that will make the
kilogram completely stable by disconnecting it from
reference to a physical prototype, something done for
the meter in 1960, and then connecting it to an
exactly-defined physical constant, the Planck constant,
something done for the meter in 1983. The Planck
constant will be set exactly to 6.6207015×10-34 kg-m 2/s.
Thus, through m, s, and h, kg will be exactly defined. See
the SI System on May 20, 2019 diagram above.

that placed their faith in the IPK. Roughly, every 40
years the IPK copies are compared with the IPK.

Previously, as already mentioned, scientists defined the
kilogram by the IPK, a polished cylinder of platinum
alloy, cast in London in 1879 and kept under three
nested bell jars in a vault outside Paris, France. As
mentioned before, this prototype was initially based off
the kilogram being defined as the mass of one liter of
water. Thus, the kilogram was defined in terms of a
volume, or the meter, and a physical property of water
and practically dependent on a physical prototype.
However, once accepted, in 1899, every scale was
calibrated to the IPK, so effectively, by definition, the IPK
became the mass of one kilogram.
A Jarring Example
In 2010, scientists at the International Bureau of
Weights and Measures found the US national prototype,
K20, to be 35 micrograms too massive. This discrepancy
required the National Institutes of Standards and
Technology in the US to recalibrate its high precision
kilograms. However, it turned out that the IPK copy had
lost 35 micrograms from being worn down by repeated
placement on balance pans. Therefore, K20 had not lost
35 micrograms.
Now, this might not seem like a massive problem
because it?s only 35 micrograms off an IPK copy, but the
deviation illustrates the problem with using a physical
artifact to define the kilogram. It wasn?t clear which
prototype had really changed, and the same thing could
happen between the IPK and an IPK copy. In that case,
how do you know what prototype has changed? If the
IPK changed, then the kilogram, effectively, would have
changed.

The Weight Under the Bell Jars

To solve this problem, scientist decided to connect the
kilogram to an exactly-defined fundamental constant
like the meter to the speed of light. What?s interesting
here is that the kilogram is a macroscopic notion and
they chose the Planck constant, a microscopic constant.
They chose this route because two distinct efforts
aiming to precisely measure the Planck constant, the
Kibble balance and the Avogadro Project, converged on
nearly identical values for the Plank constant. In other
words, Kibble didn?t quibble with Avogadro.

As with all unit definitions, the IPK gained its force
through international consensus. Everyone placed their
trust in, not God, but the IPK. Does that mean that the
IPK had to go on a tour de force world tour and visit
every scale in the world to calibrate it properly? No.
Actually, the IPK stayed put and scientists instead used
a hierarchical system of kilogram standards to calibrate
scales around the world.
As of now there are six official copies of the IPK that
were used to make national prototypes for the nations
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T h e F in a l Co n s t a n t Ch a n g e

In the Kibble balance, an equilibrated kilogram
generates an electrical force in a motor that can be
used to calculate the Plank constant.

Accordingly, on May 20, 2019 and thereafter, each of
the physical constants ?vCs, h, NA, Kcd, kB, e, and c will
be
exactly-defined
physical
constants
and,
consequently, the six basic SI units will have
explicit-constant definitions. Looking at the diagram
above and following the arrows, you can see what
physical constants define a basic SI unit. For instance,
K is defined by the constants c, ?vCs, and h. Moreover,
because SI units cover all physical measurements,
these revisions and redefinitions affect all quantitative
physical observations but only at higher degrees of
precision than ever attained before. Accordingly, the
last constant change changes everything and nothing.

The Key to the Kilogram Is Balance
The Avogadro Project uses nearly-perfect spheres of
nearly-pure silicon to estimate accurately the number
of atoms in the spheres and then employs that
number to calculate the Planck constant.

Shiny, Happy Planck Constant
Like with the meter and c, the uncertainty in the
kilogram became the issue with improving the
measurement of h, so it became time for a constant
change.
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Endnot es f r omTy ndal l 's Long

Response:

1 Loo k it up .

2

2 Try here: col loid means ?of
the nat ure rel atin g to or cha
racter ized
by a col loid or col loid s.?3
3 That wasn?t helpf ul. Loo k it
up again.4
4 Try here: col loid means ?a
ho mo gen eou s no n-crystall ine
sub stance
con sistin g of lar ge mo lecule
s or ult ram icro sco pic par ticl es
of on e
sub stance dispersed thr ou gh
a secon d sub stance. Co lloi ds
includ e
gel s, sol s, and em ulsion s; the
par ticl es do no t set tle, and can
no t be
sep arated ou t by ord inary filt
eri ng or cen trif ugi ng like tho
se in a
suspensi on .?5
5 Sor ry, now you have to loo
k up ho mo gen eou s, crystallin
e,
ult ram icro sco pic, dispersed,
sol s, em ulsion s, cen trif ugi ng,
and
6
suspensi on .
6 Thi s is wh at Jacq ues Derrid
a meant by meani ng is inf init
ely
defer red .
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Special Thank s
This June TheInquirer leadership, which includes, Josie Bleakley, Senior Editor, Ihsan Turk, Assistant
Editor, and Aidan Stern, Chief Designer, will graduate and move on to Brown University, University of
California at Berkeley, and W ashington University in St. Louis, respectively. Over their tenure, The
Inquirer has improved dramatically in the quality of its articles and its design, mainly through their vision,
expertise, and dedication.
I first met Ihsan as a ninth-grader when he enrolled in Law, Individuals, and Societies. Immediately, even
among the seniors in the class, he stood out because he was so tall. In addition to height, he demonstrated
depth through his precocious intelligence, penetrating insight, and clever perspectives. He incisively
analyzed ideas, memes, and farts (he didn?t discriminate) as well as creatively synthesized them while
always adding his own twist. Along with these qualities came an outstanding ability to procrastinate, I
mean, sense of humor rooted in skillful wordplay and an appreciation for the absurd. A simple example
being his one-panel cartoon with the caption: ?W ould you like to take a one-question survey??It
registered a remarkable 100%readership participation and has been cited no fewer than zero times in the
Journal of Advanced Survey Study Advances. Ihsan can not only make a joke, but he can take a joke too.
He laughs at himself easily, which cushions looking in the mirror. Though confident in his knowledge and
ability, he remains aware of his foibles. He?s the first to admit he would be a better golfer if only he could
improve his follow through. Thus, given these quantities and qualities, working with Ihsan, even on
complex problems, can be simply a lot of fun. As W ISRD?s leading astronomical researcher, he combined
commitment and competence to set an example for other members that even he couldn?t follow, and,
when it came to challenging work, he engaged, persevered, and succeeded. And by ?succeeded?in W ISRD
we mean struggled, adapted, and innovated or died trying. Ihsan has lived many lives. His From theArchives
column quickly became an Inquirer tradition that disseminated important knowledge around the globe,
brought joy to millions, and ended the toilet paper crisis at W ildwood. His fan mail filled the W ISRD
mailroom and made Beyoncé jealous. Everyone won?t not miss him.
I started working with Aidan in ninth grade in W ISRD and the significance and last-minute nature of his
work in W ISRD has only grown over the years. My experience with Aidan confirmed two major themes.
First, like a car of the future, Aidan is self-driven, and, second, like the US Constitution, he is driven by
improvement, not ?success.?For the past two years, Aidan served as W ISRD?s Chief Designer. Please
excuse the cultural appropriation. TheInquirer means no disrespect to the Kansas City Chiefs nor any
other NFL nation. How Aidan came to be the W ISRD titan of design says much about him. No disrespect
intended to the Tennessee Titans nor the film Remember theTitansnor Cronus, deadline issues
notwithstanding. Trust us, Saturnalia is TheInquirer?s favorite Roman holiday, aside from the movie. Early
on, Aidan observed room for improvement in W ISRD?s use of graphic design, in particular, with respect
to its logo and the minimalist design, aka non-design, of TheInquirer. Already interested in graphic design
but with no formal training, Aidan not only took on these tasks, he taught himself the design principles
and tools required to complete the tasks in a well-done, if not well-timed, manner. Thus, Aidan self-starts
and self-teaches, working on his own schedule even as deadlines approach like Lamborghinis letting loose
on US 1. As a result, TheInquirer went from a magazine with almost no design besides the cover to one
where each article received its own befitting and belated design. Since taking charge of the design (no
disrespect meant to the Los Angeles Chargers, computer chargers, or credit card chargers), Aidan has
worked with the editorial staff to improve the overall design of the magazine in terms of clarity,
readability, and aesthetic quality. Although Aidan plans to work toward a career in design, he has many
other interests and capabilities as exemplified by his research and writing for TheInquirer. Last year, for
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the spring issue, he wrote the lead article titled Fmdqzouhpm, an article that no one had any idea what it
was about because the title was encrypted. This year he followed that stunt with an essay on the fate of the
universe as told by the cosmological constant, the raven of physical constants. No disrespect meant to the
Baltimore Ravens, the poem TheRaven, or the spa The Raven in Silver Lake. All the above showed that
rather than seek ?accomplishments,?Aidan, in due time, aimed to improve himself, his work, his
colleagues, and their collectives. In this way, through his untimely media creations, he helped everyone
soar like an eagle to the sky. No disrespect meant to the Philadelphia Eagles, the band the Eagles, or the
symbol of the American Eagle.
I have worked with Josie on improving myself for four years in W ISRD and I extended my tutelage under
her to the classroom as her philosophy teacher, on the soccer field as a fellow player, in discussions on
current events, and in many other situations. Importantly, what I observed in W ISRD and desperately
tried to emulate? wide-ranging intelligence, deep systems-thinking, unparalleled dependability,
exceptional diligence, strong decision-making, and effective collaboration? I also witnessed in these other
areas, which demonstrated that, for her, these qualities remained robust and transferred across endeavors
and showed, to me, that I had a lot of growing up to do. At the end of ninth grade, after observing Josie?s
passion for writing, attention to detail, interest in leadership, and overall ability to get the job done, I
asked Josie if she would consider not only organizing but also directing my mess of a life. I had a terrible
drinking problem. I spilled everywhere and coffee really stains. My plan was to switched to vodka, but
Josie counseled against that move. Eventually, we settled on her becoming the Senior Editor for W ISRD
publications, which I oversee due to a massive oversight on the part of W ildwood in general and Joe W ise
in particular. Even though the position of Senior Editor had historically been held by a senior, she
accepted the challenge, and, through her direction, the quality of the publications in design and writing
improved one-hundred-fold. Moreover, by witnessing her example, I was able to get my act together. It
required spilling my guts rather than my coffee, and I owe all TheInquirer staff who lent me their ears
more than I could ever repay them because I can?t figure out how to use Venmo. Under Josie?s tenure, our
publications went from having little design to each article receiving its own design and from the articles
having an uneven quality to them displaying a much more consistent and higher quality in terms of style,
tone, and depth. These advances occurred because Josie instituted workshops for authors, led training
sessions for editors, and worked to recruit designers. A word that comes to mind when I think of the
impact that all this had on me is W OW ! Furthermore, seeing a gender imbalance in W ISRD, Josie
recruited female members. Then observing an apparent disparity in the retention of female members, she
co-designed a survey to determine first whether that was the case and second why members left W ISRD.
Based on the results, she created W omen of W ISRD (W OW ), a play on NOW , not the spa, but the
feminist organization, to provide female members a space to discuss concerns and share information. In
addition to the passion and dedication she brought to TheInquirer and course-correcting my life and
improving my drinking skills, she approached her work with a sense of humor. How else is one to deal
with my outfits?Her favorite project was creating punny titles and captions for Inquirer articles. This was
the one area where I could hang with Josie and I will always remember those days spent devoted to the
punnery with fondness. Indeed, because of the effect Josie had on me I can now walk down the streets of
Los Angeles and look up at each palm tree with frondness. To summarize, given her competence in
science, writing, collaboration, leadership, and playfulness, without a doubt, more than any person I?ve
worked with or have been changed by, Josie demonstrated what is considered the highest developmental
achievement known to humankind? the possession of a newfangled problem-solving psyche.
To Ihsan, Aidan, and Josie I can say, I was not the same with you and it will not be the same without you.
However, the changes you created will last.
Scott Johnson
Publisher and Changed Person
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